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1
Thinking like an Economist

In 2008, Barack Hussein Obama was elected to the presidency of the United
States on a promise of “hope and change.” The first Black president, born
fifteen years after Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, Obama’s election represented for many the turning of a page: the arrival of a new, multiracial
America that would be able to transcend its racist past and build a brighter,
more inclusive future.
Beyond the symbolic importance of breaking what the New York Times
called the “last racial barrier,” many of Obama’s supporters anticipated
that he would usher in substantial policy change.1 After eight years of the
George W. Bush presidency, t hese voters hoped Obama would find a way
to ensure that all Americans had healthcare, rein in Wall Street, and finally
address the mounting crisis of climate change. Progressive Democrats, in
particular, were excited and energized by the results of an election that had
once seemed so unlikely.
Obama did oversee the resolution of the 2008 financial crisis and the
nation’s long, slow climb out of the Great Recession. He had some major
legislative accomplishments, which included the Affordable Care Act (ACA),
the Dodd-Frank financial reforms, and a massive economic stimulus package. Yet even before 2010, many progressives began expressing disappointment with Obama’s policy leadership.2
What stands out in retrospect about the Obama presidency is its continuity with the recent past. The truly ambitious new policies—ones that might
have been top-of-mind for Democrats in 1970, or 1935—never materialized.
1
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This is not b
 ecause such possibilities w
 ere pursued unsuccessfully; they w
 ere
never even seriously considered. And the policies that were proposed tended
to share some characteristics more commonly associated with Republican
administrations: a focus on leveraging choice, competition, incentives, and
the power of markets in the pursuit of outcomes that would be not just
effective, but efficient.
Take healthcare policy. Obama’s signal accomplishment in social policy,
“Obamacare,” was modeled after Republican Mitt Romney’s 2006 Massa
chusetts healthcare reform bill. Obama’s version combined elements from
both Republican and Democratic health reform plans of the early 1990s.3
 eople with insurance, but it did not
The ACA increased the number of p
establish universal coverage or a right to healthcare. It established a complex
system that sought to harness competition between insurers to keep costs
down and incentivized the purchase of insurance with subsidies for t hose
with lower incomes. The law also levied penalties against those who chose
to forgo insurance. While some Democrats mentioned the possibility of
universal, single-payer healthcare—which had been the party’s platform in
the 1970s—the insider consensus was that such an approach was not only
politically unrealistic but also actively undesirable because it would fail to
keep costs down.4
Financial reform offers another example. The Dodd-Frank Act, passed
in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, was meant to ensure that banks
deemed “too big to fail” could never again threaten to bring down the entire
financial system with them. Yet while the bill introduced new regulatory
requirements and created the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
Dodd-Frank did little to take on the power of the banks.5 In the late 1990s,
a bipartisan deregulatory impulse had led to the repeal of the Glass-Steagall
Act, which had separated commercial and investment banking, and to rapid
expansion of the biggest banks.6 But even after the 2008 crisis, policymakers
never seriously reconsidered reinstating the division between commercial
and investment banks. The idea of using antitrust policy to break up the
banks was never on the table.7
Or consider policies to address climate change, a core plank of Obama’s
2008 campaign. The administration originally supported the Waxman-
Markey Bill, a 2009 cap-and-trade bill that would have limited greenhouse
gas emissions for the first time, but the proposal died in the Senate.8 Obama
then turned to regulation as a next-best option. New fuel economy standards
and a plan to reduce power plant emissions tried to use the authority of the
Clean Air Act to address climate change, with very modest success.9 Both
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the cap-and-trade and regulatory approaches built on an economic framework that sought to use market forces (in the former case) or cost-benefit
calculations (in the latter) to achieve efficient policy results. The strategy
of simply instructing government to determine safe levels of emissions and
requiring firms to meet them, as Democrats might have proposed in the
1970s, was not even discussed.
Obama was, of course, faced with many constraints that shaped both the
options he considered and what he could actually accomplish: Republicans
in Congress, more conservative members of his own party, the particular
scrutiny he received as a Black man in the White House, and, notably, the
worst recession in seventy years. The limits on what he was able to realize as
president are not solely explained by a failure of imagination. But what is so
striking about Obama’s time in Washington is not that he sought to achieve
fundamental change and failed. It is how constricted the very horizons of
possibility seemed to be.
Moments of crisis like 2008 can be moments of political transformation.
As Rahm Emanuel, Obama’s chief of staff, suggested that year, “You never
want a serious crisis to go to waste.”10 So why, then, did the Obama administration not produce, or even seek, more fundamental change, despite
coming to power during just such a crisis and having, for two full years,
control of both the House and the Senate? Why did it remain committed
to an incrementalist, modestly ambitious vision of government, even as the
country faced unprecedented challenges? And should we expect the same
from the Biden administration, which inherited much of Obama’s legacy
(and many of his advisors), and came to power during a global pandemic,
but also at a time of greater mobilization on the political left?
There is no single right answer to this question. The Democratic Party’s
enduring commitment to a market-friendly, technocratic approach to policy
since 1990 has many sources, including the influence of the tech and finance
industries within the national Democratic Party, the ever-rightward shift of
Republicans, the relative weakness of organized movements on the left, and
the depth and complexity of interest-group politics in domains like healthcare and climate policy. Any one of these makes transformative change hard;
combined, they can make it feel impossible.
This book addresses a critical, yet underappreciated, historical change
that helps explain Democrats’ apparent lack of ambition, among other politi
cal shifts: the rise of a distinctive way of thinking about policy—what I call the
“economic style of reasoning”—that has become prevalent in Washington.
The economic style of reasoning is a loose approach to policy problems
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that is grounded in the academic discipline of economics, but has traveled
well beyond it. It is often perceived as politically neutral, but it nevertheless
contains values of its own—values like choice, competition, and, especially,
efficiency. T
 oday, its dominance as a framework for thinking about policy
problems is often taken for granted, but this has not always been the case.
In the chapters that follow, I provide an account of where the economic
style of reasoning came from, how it spread and was institutionalized in
Washington, and what its political effects have been. Between the 1960s and
the 1980s, two intellectual communities—both initially led by liberal technocrats who thought government could solve social problems and improve
the working of markets—introduced this distinctive style to new parts of the
policymaking process. One was a group of systems analysts who came from
the RAND Corporation and offered new answers to the age-old question,
“How should government make decisions?” The other was a loose network
of industrial organization economists who came to Washington to ask, “How
should we govern markets?” I follow the movement of these economists
and their fellow-travelers into a variety of policy domains and show how
they helped to institutionalize an economic style of reasoning through law,
regulation, and organizational change.
I also demonstrate the political effects of this change. The high value
that the economic style placed on efficiency, incentives, choice, and competition frequently conflicted with competing political claims grounded in
values of rights, universalism, equity, and limiting corporate power. As the
influence of the economic style became more durable, it became harder for
those competing claims to gain political purchase. While the economic style
had the potential to conflict with conservative as well as liberal values, in
practice, its predominant political effect has been to reinforce the conservative turn that began in American politics in the 1970s. For Republicans,
economic reasoning remained a means to an end; for Democrats, the values
of economics became an end in themselves.
The results of this turn continue to play out in politics t oday. Material
interests play an undeniable role in determining which ideas get political
attention in the first place. But once a particular intellectual framework is
institutionalized, it can take on a life of its own, defining the boundaries of
what is seen as politically reasonable. For Democrats, the institutionalization
of the economic style has l imited political options over the last thirty years,
even as social movements and an increasingly organized left have introduced
new voices and a new level of dissatisfaction with the status quo. Whether
those voices will gain greater influence will, once again, depend on collective
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action as well as ordinary interest group politics. But their success will also
depend on their ability to reform or dislodge a way of thinking about policy
that has become thoroughly naturalized, and that is much less politically
neutral than it appears.
The Economic Style of Reasoning and Its Importance

Philosopher Ian Hacking initially proposed the term “style of reasoning” to
capture the distinctive ways of thinking made possible with the emergence
of statistics.11 But styles of reasoning are not scientific paradigms, nor are
they particular theories or models. Instead, they are collections of orienting concepts, ways of thinking about problems, causal assumptions, and
approaches to methodology.12
The economic style of reasoning is a loose approach that began turning
up in Washington as early as the 1950s, but that r eally spread in policymaking
between about 1965 and 1985. It starts with basic microeconomic concepts,
like incentives, various forms of efficiency, and externalities. It takes a distinctive approach to policy problems that includes using models to simplify,
quantifying, weighing costs and benefits, and thinking at the margin.13 It also
includes causal policy stories linked to economic theories—that, for example, investing in education w
 ill increase human capital and raise incomes.14
The style is grounded in the authority of PhD-producing economics
departments, which reproduce it, certify t hose credentialed to use it, and,
over time, gradually drive its evolution. Th
 ese departments are at the center
of what microbiologist and philosopher Ludwik Fleck called an “esoteric
circle,” one made up of those who publish in top economics journals and
create new knowledge in the discipline.15
A weaker version of the style circulates well beyond the rarified air of elite
economics departments. Economics PhDs teach in law, policy, and business
schools, where graduate students in other disciplines are exposed to the
basics of the style. Indeed, as sociologists Tim Hallett and Matt Gougherty
show in their ethnography of a public affairs program, learning to “think
like an economist (without becoming one)” is integral to pursuit of the
master’s degree.16 An even broader set of people learn the style’s elementary
concepts in Econ 101 classes, or in other undergraduate courses grounded
in economic reasoning.
This much larger group of people, who lack PhDs in economics but are
familiar with the basic principles of economic reasoning, make up concentric
“exoteric circles” of those influenced by the economic style. Their numbers
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include faculty in professional schools oriented t oward it, producers of policy knowledge who apply it, and policymakers and advocates who adopt its
approach, sometimes unawares.17 While the inhabitants of these exoteric
circles may not be familiar with the cutting edge of the discipline, what’s
happening at the frontiers of knowledge may not matter much for policy
purposes. As economist Alain Enthoven, one of Robert McNamara’s whiz
kids, wrote in 1963—and others have reaffirmed—“the tools of analysis that
we use [in policymaking] are the simplest, most fundamental concepts of
economic theory [that] most of us learned as sophomores.”18
In practice, the economic style is a loose and flexible approach to analyzing policy problems that has evolved gradually over time. But the style
does reflect two core stances whose implications can be seen playing out
in a variety of policy domains. First, it maintains a deep appreciation of
markets as efficient allocators of resources. This does not mean that its
adherents believe that markets are perfect, that deregulation is always the
answer, or that market failures are not a problem. But it does mean that
they tend to see government’s role as creating the legal framework that will
facilitate well-functioning markets and correct for any market failures. It
also means that they tend to view policy domains through a market lens.
They display an affinity for introducing market-like elements—like choice
and competition—into areas, such as education or healthcare, that are not
governed primarily or solely as markets.
Second, the economic style places a very high value on efficiency as the
measure of good policy. Once a particular objective has been democratically
chosen, adherents of the economic style regard a good policy as the most
cost-effective means to reach that objective. Policy goals themselves can also
be evaluated through the lens of efficiency: an appropriate level of regulation, for example, is the one that will maximize net benefits to society. The
economic style portrays efficiency as a politically neutral value. Any objective can be achieved in a more or less efficient manner, and who would advocate for inefficiency? Yet, as we w
 ill see, centering efficiency often means
displacing other political values, or ignoring the politics b
 ehind the process
of identifying efficient policy decisions.
———
A brief foray into the rise of the economic style in environmental policy between 1970 and 1990 can put some empirical flesh on this abstract
description. The years around 1970 saw Washington enact a major wave of
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environmental policies in response to growing public concern with pollution
and the rise of a powerful environmental movement. These policies, which
included President Richard Nixon’s creation of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1970) and Congress’s passage of laws like the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 1969), the Clean Air Act (1970), and the
Clean Water Act (1972), had broad, bipartisan support.19
This wave of policy change was motivated by a complex mix of factors.
NEPA, for example, emphasized ecological interrelations. The law declared
that it would “encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment.”20 The Clean Air Act focused on “the effects of air pollutants on public health and welfare.”21 Both the Clean Air and Water Acts
were influenced by political scientist Theodore Lowi’s argument for strong,
inflexible rules to combat regulatory capture. They required strict standards
for pollution control based on what was technologically possible, and they
limited air pollution to levels that would provide “an ample margin of safety
to protect the public health.”22 The policies w
 ere, by and large, effective, and
pollution trended sharply downward in the years that followed.
This early-1970s wave of environmental legislation did not reflect much
in the way of economic reasoning. Economists, who w
 ere also concerned
about high levels of pollution, had a very diff erent—yet internally coherent—
way of thinking about the problem. From an economic perspective, pollution was an externality: a side effect of producing some good or service,
whose cost was borne not by the consumer of that product, but by the
breathers of air and drinkers of water. The solution to this market failure
was to put a price on pollution, perhaps through a tax, so that consumers of
polluting products, rather than members of the larger public, would bear
their full cost.23
Economists were quite critical of the environmental approach taken by
Congress in the early 1970s. From an economic perspective, the regulatory
solutions it had settled on—rigid limits on how much pollution firms could
emit and requirements that they adopt particular mitigating technologies—
created problems of their own. They did not distinguish between changes
that w
 ere inexpensive for firms to make and t hose that w
 ere very costly.
They failed to acknowledge that the more pollution was reduced, the more
expensive further reductions would likely be. And they did not account for
the fact that, while pollution itself was unwanted, it generally accompanied
some otherwise desirable activity, and limiting it would have costs.24
Economists w
 ere well-represented in the Nixon White House, but when
it came to the environment, their views were largely ignored. Moreover,
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in an era of ascendant environmental politics, the idea of pollution taxes
struck many policymakers as morally objectionable—“a purchased license
to pollute.”25 One economist subtitled his retrospective analysis of the Clean
Water Act, “Why No One Listened to the Economists.”26 But by the time
Congress revisited the Clean Air Act two decades later, the situation had
changed considerably. By 1990, the economic style had pervaded many more
domains, including environmental regulation.
A centerpiece of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 was the Acid
Rain Program. In the 1980s, acid rain—a phenomenon created by power
plants expelling sulfur dioxide from multi-hundred-foot-high smokestacks—
became a major environmental concern.27 Falling up to hundreds of miles
from these sources, acid rain destroyed aquatic ecosystems, killed trees,
eroded building materials, and harmed h
 uman hearts and lungs. The Acid
Rain Program was a new and ambitious bipartisan attempt to solve this
problem. But while e arlier environmental legislation had made ecological references to “harmony” and “the interrelations of all components of
the natural environment,” Congress’s new solution drew on the economic
style.28 Acid rain would be cut in half by “design[ing] mechanisms . . . which
take advantage of the forces of the marketplace in our economy” to protect
the environment in “economically efficient” ways.29
The Acid Rain Program proposed to do this by creating the first national
cap-and-trade program in the United States. Rather than requiring power
plants to install “scrubbers” that would remove sulfur dioxide, it l imited how
much of the pollutant they could emit and gave producers credits for reductions they made beyond that requirement. Companies could then sell these
credits to other companies for whom reducing emissions was more expensive. Economists argued that a market in emissions credits would reduce
the amount of sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere more efficiently than simply
requiring all plants to limit their emissions by the same amount.30
Economists had been writing about the possibility of tradeable permits
since the late 1960s and had strongly advocated for their incorporation
into the Clean Air Act amendments.31 They w
 ere delighted to see Congress
incorporate an approach consonant with their own style of reasoning into
policy thinking about pollution. In the thirty years since its passage, the
Acid Rain Program has widely been viewed as a major success, contributing to an eventual 94 percent reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions, along
with parallel improvements in the effects of acid rain on ecosystems and
human health.32 It has since served as a model for cap-and-trade programs
around the world.33
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The policy differences in approach between the Clean Air Act of 1970
and its 1990 amendments may seem subtle. Both laws passed with strong
bipartisan support. Both represented serious attempts to ameliorate environmental problems. And both w
 ere successful at achieving meaningful
pollution reductions. But the differences between the two laws represent a
transformation in the logic of environmental policy.
Over the course of the 1970s and 1980s, environmental policy turned
away from a moral framework that stigmatized polluters and toward the
position that pollution was simply an externality to be priced. Instead of
identifying acceptable levels of pollution, the policies began focusing on
the most efficient means to achieve previously designated targets. Instead
of promoting technologies of pollution reduction, it pushed technologies
of market design. The top-down, one-size-fits-all regulatory approach of
the 1970s was delegitimated in favor of more a flexible strategy that took
costs into account—but that failed to take seriously some of the practical
and political advantages of the original tactic, instead simply seeing it as
economically illiterate.
This growing expectation that environmental claims should be made in
economic terms, at least if they w
 ere to be upheld by federal agencies and the
courts, changed the political space for making them. Ecological arguments,
so integral to the passage of NEPA, rested on the idea that organisms and
their environment depend on one another in complex, unpredictable ways;
these ideas did not translate easily into economic equivalents. Instead, the
1990s saw ecology rethought in terms of “ecosystem services”—priceable
contributions the environment made to h
 uman welfare—so that such ser
vices could be incorporated into cost-benefit calculations. Yet the ecosystem
services concept failed to capture the deep interdependence of the living and
nonliving elements in an ecological system. It also lacked the moral appeal
ecological thinking had held for many.34
Similarly, when people of color organized in the 1980s to demand environmental justice in response to the disproportionate pollution of their communities, they drew on the language of civil rights, asserting “the right to
participate [in environmental governance] as equal partners.”35 Yet when the
EPA finally responded to these calls, it did so by turning demands for racial
justice into an economic calculation of “the relative risk burden borne by
low-income and racial minority communities.”36 Gone w
 ere their calls to end
toxic waste production and references to the sacredness of M
 other Earth.37
The power of economic reasoning rests partly in its ability to bring new
concerns—whether with the value of pollinators or the siting of landfills
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in racialized communities—into its framework. But rethinking competing
values in the language of economics often comes at the cost of some vio
lence to the originals.
The implications of this shift toward economic reasoning in environmental policy continue to play out. The most important environmental issue of
our time is climate change. But the language of moral imperative has been
relegated to the margins of climate policy—perhaps something to be referenced in press releases, but not as a starting point for practical action. To be
taken seriously by the Washington establishment, climate proposals must
be consistent with the economic style—that is, they must understand green
house gas emissions as a particular kind of problem resolved by a particular
kind of solution—one that fixes the market by pricing the externality. This
requirement places significant constraints on the range of possibilities and
types of approaches that policymakers define as reasonable. It is no wonder
that more meaningful change has not taken place.
———
Environmental policy provides one illustration of how the economic style
has changed the political conversation. But it is certainly not the only one. A
wide range of policy domains adopted the language of economics between
the 1960s and the 1980s. Analogous changes took place, to a greater or lesser
degree, in social policy areas from poverty to healthcare to housing to education policy. Economics also gained influence in antitrust policy and in the
governance of regulated industries like transportation, energy, and communications. And it affected not only environmental regulation, but regulation of public health and safety as well. In many of these arenas, economics
was almost irrelevant to policy in the early 1960s; by the 1980s, its language
shaped the terms of debate in domains once seen as well beyond its scope.
As was the case in environmental policy, the growing influence of the
economic style went hand in hand with the declining legitimacy of competing frameworks for thinking about policy. Today, the economic style is
so widespread as to be taken for granted. It was at the heart of the kinds of
policies that w
 ere advocated by the Obama administration and that continue
to be supported by centrist Democrats. In addition to its prevalence in climate policy, it can be seen in approaches to healthcare reform that emphasize choice and competition, means-testing, and the careful structuring of
markets as a means to improve efficiency. It is reflected in an approach to
antitrust that understands consumer welfare solely in terms of prices and
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defines issues like “too-big-to-fail” banks as beyond its scope. In each of
these areas, competing frameworks for thinking about policy—ones that
open up the possibility of more ambitious change—exist. But as long as such
frameworks lack the legitimacy and institutionalized support that have been
put into place for economic reasoning, they will struggle to gain ground.
The Spread of the Economic Style of Reasoning

Economists could be found in the federal government from the early twentieth century. They had real influence in particular policy areas—especially
 iddle decades. But the
macroeconomic ones, like fiscal policy—in its m
economic style of reasoning is a distinctively microeconomic approach. It
brings the tools of economics to less obviously “economic” domains, like
transportation governance and education policy. It only really began to take
off in the 1960s, as two intellectual communities rooted in the economics
discipline first brought their insights into policymaking.
One was a systems analytic group that came to Washington from the
RAND Corporation at the dawn of the Kennedy administration. Kennedy’s
Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, introduced an initiative called
the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) at the Department of
Defense (DOD). The systems analysts—who mostly wanted to improve, not
to shrink, government—thought that they could provide neutral, technocratic answers to the question, “How should government make decisions?”
Their influence spread when, in 1965, President Johnson required nearly all
executive agencies to adopt PPBS. Timed to coincide with the Great Society’s dramatic expansion of social programs, PPBS introduced the economic
style into welfare, health, housing, and education policy—domains where
it was initially unfamiliar.
The systems analysts were joined by a second, looser network of industrial organization economists who had answers to the question, “How should
we govern markets?” This network included both a liberal Harvard branch
that was friendlier to government intervention and a conservative Chicago
branch that was skeptical of it. Both groups, however, thought that the purpose of market governance was to promote allocative efficiency, and that
the existing approach to regulation was making markets less efficient. By
introducing economic reasoning to law schools, encouraging it at agencies
like the Antitrust Division and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and
building hubs in Washington—first at the Brookings Institution and later the
American Enterprise Institute—industrial organization economists spread
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economic reasoning into areas like antitrust, transportation, energy, and
communications policy.
As the territory of economic reasoning expanded, these two communities intersected and recombined in sometimes unexpected ways. Industrial
organization’s focus on eliminating economic regulation—that is, price and
entry controls in various industries—would be married to the systems analysts’ cost-benefit approach to produce “regulatory reform”: cost-benefit
analysis of environmental, health, and safety regulations. The systems analytic concern with policy efficiency would meet industrial organization’s
interest in market structure to promote ideas like emissions trading—as
would be realized in the Acid Raid Program. While these networks were
tied to different parts of the economics discipline, and focused on different
policy problems, their underlying commitment to the economic style of
reasoning—to the potential benefits of markets, and the value of efficiency—
made them natural allies.
This book explores the arrival, institutionalization, and effects of the
economic style of reasoning in the three key domains of social policy,
market governance, and social regulation (that is, rules governing the
environment, health, and safety). Each of these areas followed a pattern
analogous to the one illustrated by environmental policy. Different ways
of thinking, orthogonal to the economic style, dominated policymaking in
the 1960s and into the early 1970s. But in each area, a competing approach
grounded in economics was consolidating, and gradually gained influence,
during this same time period. Over time, the economic style was institutionalized into the policymaking process in various ways, naturalizing it
and making competing ways of thinking about policy seem less reasonable. In the chapters that follow, I demonstrate how this process unfurled in
antipoverty policy, antitrust policy, environmental regulation, and various
other domains.38
One major impetus for the growing influence of the economic style in
the 1960s, at least in social policy and social regulatory domains, was the
dramatic expansion of the federal government. With the War on Poverty and
its associated Great Society programs, the Johnson administration raised
the government’s ambitions for antipoverty, healthcare, housing, and education policy. Another wave of growth, this one focused on social regulation,
followed under Richard Nixon’s watch: the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and the EPA w
 ere all created around 1970. In many policy
domains, the spread of the economic style might best be understood as an
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attempt—mostly from the political center—to rationalize and temper this
expansion of government.
In market governance, which saw less dramatic policy change during
these years, the economic style spread via a diff erent path. The United States’
existing market governance regime had largely been put in place by the
1930s, primarily to ensure stability and access to markets at equitable prices.
By the 1970s, many different actors, from consumer activists to populist
politicians to Chicago economists, were coming to see this style of market
governance as obsolete. The economic style, initially advanced by centrist
Democrats, provided a compelling alternative framework and found influential allies on the populist left.
Critically, I argue that in contrast with accounts centered on the Chicago
School, neoliberalism, and the Mont Pelerin Society, the most important
advocates for the economic style in governance consistently came from the
center-left. In none of these cases did the initial push for economic reasoning
come from the political right. Over and over again, the economic style was
introduced to policymaking by technocrats associated with the Democratic
Party who wanted to use government to solve social problems. When Chicago School adherents did play a role in certain policy domains, particularly
 ere decidedly more skeptical of the positive potential of
in the 1970s, they w
government. But this is not, first and foremost, a story of right-wing economists pushing for smaller government and freer markets.
Yet whether they came from the left, right, or center, economists and
other advocates of economic reasoning became increasingly active in various
policy domains a fter 1965. As they did, the economic style was institutionalized to varying degrees through organizational change, legal frameworks, and
administrative rules. Some parts of the federal bureaucracy created entirely
new offices oriented toward economics; others expanded and upgraded the
role of economics in existing offices. In the process, these offices sometimes
reshaped how whole agencies thought about policy. Outside of government,
law and policy schools hired economics PhDs and introduced economic
reasoning into their curricula, while new funding streams fed the growth of
economics-oriented policy research organizations that also helped set policy
agendas. At the same time, economists helped to shrink or close government
offices whose orientation directly conflicted with economic reasoning.
Evolving legal frameworks also helped institutionalize the economic style.
At times, economists worked to tear down old frameworks that clashed with
economic reasoning, as in their support for legislation dismantling the regulation of the airlines, rail, and trucking. At o
 thers, they built a constituency
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for new frameworks, as in their advocacy of an efficiency-centered vision
of antitrust—a long-term project that was realized as the antitrust agencies,
law schools, and eventually the Supreme Court came to agree with them.
Administrative rules offered a third pathway through which the economic
style was reproduced. Executive o
 rders and agency rulings, for example,
expanded the use of cost-benefit analysis in issuing environment, health,
and safety regulation.
Institutionalizing the economic style through organizational change, legal
frameworks, and administrative rules did more than increase the presence of
economists, their allies, and their way of thinking in policymaking spaces. It
also created a positive feedback loop. Institutionalizing economic reasoning
in one location tended to generate more demand for it in another, as when
Congress responded to the executive branch’s growing analytic capacity by
creating the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to provide itself with such
capacity. And hiring staff to meet one kind of analytic demand—for example,
to conduct cost-benefit analysis—could also create a constituency of enthusiasts for the economic style who would promote its further expansion.
As the economic style of reasoning pervaded Washington, its previously
unthinkable approaches to policy problems began to seem obvious, even
intuitive. Deregulating railroads s topped seeming “heretical,” as economist John Meyer declared the idea in 1959, and became the conventional
wisdom.39 Democratic members of Congress no longer saw the taxing of
emissions and effluents as providing a “license to pollute,” but as the most
reasonable response to managing environmental quality—unless, even
better, it might be possible to create a market for emissions credits. And
bureaucrats increasingly made social policy decisions through a lens of cost-
effectiveness, in which it seemed only sensible to limit access to public programs to those who could not afford to pay.
The economic style became a taken-for-granted approach to policy prob
lems, one that was embedded in the state: in bureaucratic offices, in the
ecosystem of policy organizations surrounding the federal government, and
in the law and policy programs that trained the staff of both. Of course,
politicians did not always use economic language, challenger groups continued to make other kinds of claims, and economists themselves remained
frustrated at the sheer irrationality of much of the policy process. But within
the technocratic communities of think tanks, regulators, bureaucrats, and
professional schools—communities that played a critical role in setting the
policy agenda and laying out political possibilities—“thinking like an economist” had become the new norm.
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The Political Effects of the Economic Style

The economic style of reasoning provided an intellectual tool kit for thinking about policy problems. Many of its advocates saw it as value-neutral and
were not themselves particularly partisan. Typically, they hoped economic
reasoning would promote more rational decision-making in a process that
was, most of the time, fundamentally illogical.
But the economic style was more than an approach to thinking about
problems. Values were also built into economic reasoning—first and foremost, the value of efficiency. Indeed, Charles Schultze—Johnson’s budget
director, chair of Carter’s Council of Economic Advisers, and archetype of
the Democratic economist—famously argued that economists’ most impor
tant job in Washington was to serve as “partisan efficiency advocates.”40
From welfare to health to housing policy, from regulatory to antitrust to
environmental policy, the economic style made efficiency its cardinal virtue.
Efficiency, for economists, came in multiple varieties—productive, allocative, Kaldor-Hicks—the details of which we w
 ill save for later. Yet in each
of our broad policy domains, economists saw some type of efficiency as a
central guiding value. In social policy, the economic style typically valued
policies that provided the most (measurable) bang for the buck—that is, that
were cost-effective. In market governance, it valued the kind of efficiency
produced by well-functioning markets not subject to failures like monopoly
or unpriced externalities. And in social regulation, it valued policies that
maximized societal benefits while minimizing societal cost.
While the virtues of these kinds of efficiency may seem self-evident, the
pursuit of efficiency frequently conflicted with commitments to competing
values. Advocates for national health insurance, for example, made their
case by centering the right to medical care, equality of access, and universalism as important, whether for moral reasons or for political viability. If
efficiency were the measure of good policy, however, the best healthcare
program should be based on means-testing and cost-sharing, not universal
full coverage, as it would provide the maximum amount of medical care at
the minimal cost to government. Advocates of robust antitrust enforcement
might rail about the political power of big business, or point to the role of
small business in the fabric of local communities. Th
 ese values conflicted
with an economic vision that took no position on the desirability of small
businesses or the danger of big ones, so long as prices remained at competitive levels. And advocates of strict environmental regulation might take that
position b
 ecause of concerns with the immeasurable ecological impacts of
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pollution, because of a belief that polluters should be punished, or because
they thought rigid standards would make it harder for polluters to weaken
environmental protections. Yet all these positions clashed with the economic
idea that regulation should prioritize the maximization of measurable net
benefits, while setting aside the morality of pollution and “political” questions like policies’ practical viability or the issue of gained and who lost.
Economists, of course, w
 ere neither monolithic nor monomaniacally
committed to efficiency. Many were deeply aware that the values inherent
in the economic style conflicted with other values that they, themselves,
might hold. Alice Rivlin, later founding director of the CBO, wrestled with
these conflicts in 1960s memos to her colleagues as a young economist at the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW).41 Kenneth Boulding, as president of the American Economics Association, addressed them
in a 1968 lecture to the discipline titled “Economics as a Moral Science.”42
Arthur Okun, the chair of Johnson’s Council of Economic Advisers, wrote
Equality or Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff in 1975 to grapple with exactly t hese
issues.43 In the end, most decided that the benefits conferred by using the
economic style—benefits that often had few advocates in the self-interested
world of politics—outweighed the risk of squeezing out values less integral
to economics.
Yet as the economic style was, in fact, institutionalized in various policy
domains, and as considerations of efficiency were naturalized and sometimes
legally required, it became harder for policymakers to make arguments based
on these competing logics. How much harder depended on how fully the
economic style was institutionalized, which varied across policy domains.
Where the language of economics came to dominate, but its use was not
built into formal rules, other arguments simply came to seem less legitimate.
But where elements of the economic style w
 ere integrated into more formal
decision-making processes, like legal frameworks, the barriers to challenging
it rose. A series of Supreme Court decisions, for example, made consumer
welfare—understood as allocative efficiency—the sole legitimate goal of
antitrust policy.44 This meant that advocates of alternative goals would not
only have to convince o
 thers that their way of thinking was legitimate, but
would actually have to change the law. This was a formidable task.
Many enthusiasts of the economic style wanted to use government to
solve problems. They saw the style as an apolitical way to improve its effectiveness. But the collective effects of the economic style were less liberal
than such advocates might have preferred. This, in turn, often placed Demo
cratic economists into opposition with other members of the Democratic
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Party. By the 1980s, for instance, Democratic advocates of the economic
style typically preferred—on grounds of efficiency—housing programs
that provided vouchers to low-income families instead of investing in public housing.45 Democratic economists opposed universal health insurance,
advocated against a universal f amily allowance, and thought tuition-free
higher education was misguided. Centering efficiency repeatedly put Demo
cratic advocates of the economic style into conflict with those they were
otherwise politically aligned with.
The economic style could conflict with conservative values as well as
liberal ones. For example, economists’ focus on efficient solutions to poverty, like the negative income tax, left them relatively uninterested in the
moral virtue of work, a central concern of conservative welfare reformers.
And economists might advocate for public spending on health and education programs on the grounds that the payoffs in terms of h
 uman capital
were likely to exceed the costs, while conservatives might prefer a smaller
government role on philosophical, not economic, grounds.
On balance, though, the spread of economic reasoning was not as constraining for conservatives as it was for liberals for several reasons. First,
 ere
value conflicts between the economic style and conservative positions w
less frequent. Liberal economists of the 1970s, for example, typically supported less economic regulation and more limited antitrust enforcement,
which aligned with conservatives’ preferences as well. Second, the economic
style prescribed government efficiency, but often implied no clear position
on what government should or should not try to do. In practice, this meant
that its advocates often argued against specific liberal programs—like the
early 1970s push for a universal f amily allowance—on efficiency grounds,
while supporting a more efficient alternative—like a negative income tax.46
Yet when conservatives simply argued against using government to solve
poverty, from either a moral or a practical perspective, advocates of the
economic style had fewer compelling counterarguments.
More broadly, though, conservatives w
 ere better at using the economic
style strategically, in pursuit of noneconomic objectives. This was true to
some extent as early as the Nixon administration, which supported basic
income experiments (favored by economists) in part because experiments
defused activists’ push for broader antipoverty programs. This phenomenon was particularly visible under Ronald Reagan, whose appointees used
the economic style when convenient, and ignored it when not. The Reagan
administration slashed support for economic analysis in social policy areas,
where the president expected it to prop up the welfare state, while expanding
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it in areas like antitrust and environmental policy, where he thought it would
support his preference for less regulation.
Ultimately, Republicans proved more willing than Democrats to simply
ignore economic reasoning when it conflicted with other, more fundamental
values or interests. The Carter administration, for example, substantially
expanded cost-effectiveness analysis of regulation on efficiency grounds,
even though the left wing of the Democratic Party opposed such moves.
Reagan, though, shifted the focus to “regulatory relief ”—simply removing
regulations, regardless of whether their benefits outweighed their costs—
out of commitment to small-government ideals and support for business
interests. This difference set the stage for how Democrats and Republicans
would continue to interact with the economic style over the next thirty
years. In short, the economic style constrained Democrats, while Republicans used it strategically.
What Makes This Story Different

Many scholars have written about the political and economic transformation that began in the United States in the 1970s and continues to the pre
sent, sometimes subsumed under the term “neoliberalism.” Economically,
the nation saw a long, steady rise in inequality, as corporations became
stronger, unions became weaker, median incomes flattened, and wealth
began to concentrate.47 Politically, it changed as well. Ronald Reagan
promised to “bring our government back u
 nder control,” and put it “on a
diet.”48 But Democrats, too, became more business-friendly, more market-
friendly, and reined in their expectations of what government could, and
should, do.49
Multiple factors contributed to this transformation—global economic
 ere pressuring the United States in new ways, the fracturchanges that w
ing of political coalitions and party realignment, collective action among
the conservative grassroots and business elites.50 On the ideological side,
scholars have emphasized the limited-government, free-market ideology of
the Chicago School and Mont Pelerin Society and the role of conservative
think tanks and legal institutions.51
What the account presented here does is turn our attention in a new
direction—toward an economic style of reasoning that is not associated with
the right, that is not explicitly political (and indeed gets part of its power
from its appearance of neutrality), and that has been advanced by Democrats
even more than Republicans.
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This substantially challenges our thinking both about what changed
politically in the 1970s and about what the lasting consequences of those
changes have been, particularly for the political left. I do not claim that
the economic style of reasoning directly caused Democrats’ rightward shift,
which was driven by many f actors. That is, I do not argue that, had economists been absent, Democrats would necessarily have remained committed to New Deal ideals, or ecological conceptions of the environment, or
remained more “liberal” in any meaningful sense.
Instead, I make a subtler claim: that the economic style—and in partic
ular its institutionalization through legal frameworks, administrative rules,
and organizational change—was the channel through which such a shift
was made durable. This shift made it much harder for competing claims,
grounded in different values and ways of thinking, to gain political purchase. Centrist technocrats’ efforts to advance the economic style reinforced
the conservative turn in politics by undermining some of Democrats’ most
effective language—of universalism, rights, and equality—for challenging
it. Understanding how this change occurred and why its effects have been
so lasting is critical to understanding the larger political legacy of the 1970s.
This insight reorients the scholarly conversation, and particularly that
part of it that focuses on how ideas have reshaped politics, in several ways.
First, it points our attention toward the political center-left, and not the
right. With rare exceptions—particularly sociologist Stephanie Mudge’s
impressive work on policy economists and the political left—accounts of the
intellectual currents of this period have focused heavily on the rise of free-
market economic ideology, with the implication that liberals w
 ere simply
dragged toward a center that shifted rightward.52 But technocratic centrism
has its own underlying ideology that is just as important to understand. It
should be seen as an independent force, not just a downstream effect.
Second, this account emphasizes the role of micro-, rather than macro-,
economics. Again, while the occasional scholar—notably, historian Daniel
Rodgers in Age of Fracture—has highlighted the importance of microeconomics as a distinctive way of seeing the world, the vast majority of scholarly
attention has focused on macroeconomics, and particularly paradigm shifts
from Keynesianism to monetarism or supply-side economics.53 But while
it is true that macroeconomics has long had influence in domains traditionally thought of as “economic policy” (fiscal policy, monetary policy),
the spread of a distinctively microeconomic style of reasoning has dramatically extended the reach of the discipline by bringing all sorts of new policy
domains, including those not obviously “economic,” under its influence.
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Third, this approach focuses on a diffuse style of reasoning, not economic
policy advice. Most work has focused on the recommendations economists
make to decisionmakers and w
 hether they m
 atter or not, or perhaps the
position of economics in organizations like the Federal Reserve, where
economists have decision-making authority.54 But a close look at the more
diffuse, but pervasive, style of reasoning about policy problems shows how
the indirect influence of the economics discipline can be much greater than
the direct influence of economists’ policy advice. The economic style is not
just advice from economics PhDs. It is a way of thinking that has become
embedded in bureaucratic expertise and that is reproduced in the organ
izations and institutions in and around government.
Last, I draw our attention to how the economic style is embedded in the
state itself, and not just advanced by overtly political actors. Most efforts to
understand the political role of economics have emphasized the role of vari
ous groups, like business elites or conservative intellectuals, who have sought
to leverage particular forms of economics to achieve specific political goals.55
But the economic style of reasoning was not proposed as a self-consciously
political project, and its power is partly a function of its perceived neutrality.
The style’s ongoing influence and its continued reproduction rests significantly on its embeddedness within government bureaucracy.
What It Means Today

This story is of more than historical or academic interest. It also has lessons
for how we should think about the present political moment. The economic
style of reasoning—anchored in the authority of the economics discipline,
but extending well beyond it—is still dominant in and around many government organizations. It is dominant in places like the Congressional Bud
get Office, agency-level policy offices, and at most of the think tanks that
produce policy options. It also remains dominant in public policy schools,
and influential in law schools as well. This institutionalization means that a
whole range of actors are constantly generating potential policies compatible
with the economic style for the policy stream.56 It also means that solutions
grounded in other forms of reasoning are often rejected out of hand by those
who populate such organizations (and others who look to them for cues) as
objectionable, irrational, or inappropriate.
The institutionalization of the economic style, and the marginalization
of alternatives, helps explain why the universe of options considered by
the Obama administration seemed so impoverished to those on the left.
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Democrats drew inspiration for their new policy options—from Obamacare
to the Race to the Top program that encouraged states to compete for federal education dollars—from the economic style. When outside voices mentioned more ambitious possibilities—from Medicare for All to breaking up
big tech—the policy establishment tended to dismiss them as unreasonable,
by which they meant incompatible with the economic style. While these
dynamics continue to evolve, their legacy has shaped the options available
to the Biden administration.
A style of reasoning does not exist outside material interests. The economic style poses a barrier to more aggressive antitrust policy, but so, too,
do the objections of powerful companies with deep pockets. A mutually
advantageous relationship exists between those who benefit from the status
quo and those whose way of thinking about the world tends to defend it.
And when critics grow too loud, they may find powerful interests lining up
against them. For example, when in 2017 the antitrust program at the New
America Foundation, a prominent liberal think tank, became too vocally
critical of the economics-dominated antitrust regime and its complacency
about big tech, it ran afoul of Google, a major funder of the think tank, and
found itself cut loose.57 Similarly, while economists may question universal
health insurance on efficiency grounds, it is the opposition of insurance
companies, physician’s associations, hospitals, and pharmaceutical companies whose profits it threatens that presents the most formidable barrier.
We know that strong public demand for a policy can overcome entrenched
interests, particularly when it aligns with arguments made by intellectual
elites.58 If those elites dismiss such demands as unreasonable, though—that
is, as inconsistent with the dominant style of reasoning—it will make the
barriers to defeating those interests that much more formidable, even in
the face of organized social movements. If policies with strong grassroots
support, like Medicare for All, are dismissed as not sensible by think tanks
reflecting the dominant approach (for example, Brookings) as well as by
government organizations reflecting the economic style (for example, the
Congressional Budget Office), the barriers w
 ill be high indeed. This is true
not just for healthcare, but also in antitrust policy, climate policy, student
debt policy, and many other areas.
This sort of constraint is much stronger for Democrats than Republicans.
Although the economic style can certainly be found in conservative think
tanks, the right has a much deeper bench of institutions grounded in other,
noneconomic principles (for example, the Federalist Society, or the Cato
Institute). The left wing of the Democratic Party has had some success in
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the past few years in getting its preferences on the policy agenda, mostly
in areas where grassroots organizing has been accompanied by investment
in an alternative intellectual infrastructure. Proposals for policies that have
only recently moved inside the Overton window, like student debt cancellation, or breaking up big tech companies, or the Green New Deal, have been
advanced by successful left-Democratic politicians (Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez) working with a range of experts
and activists, including economists not committed to the economic style.
More important than the advisors sought out by any single politician
is the larger infrastructure that produces, and reproduces, particular ways
of thinking about policy options. Smaller—but growing—think tanks like
the Roosevelt Institute, Demos, and the Economic Policy Institute tend to
be less attached to the economic style, and the economists they do rely on
are often less central in disciplinary networks and more open to alternative approaches. Many of the ideas they advocate either emerged from, or
have been taken up by, different intellectual networks on the edges of the
economics discipline (for example, the baby bonds proposal to redress the
racial wealth gap). Others come from legal circles developing alternatives
to economic reasoning (the law and political economy movement), or from
foundation spaces interested in promoting alternatives (the Hewlett Foundation’s “Beyond Neoliberalism” initiative).59
New think tanks and research organizations have emerged in this space
as well—the People’s Policy Project, Data for Progress, the Open Markets
Institute to name only a few—although they have a smaller donor base than
their centrist counterparts. And as the grassroots left gains strength within
the Democratic Party, the larger center-left think tanks find themselves
more frequently inviting in experts whose policy positions are decidedly
not grounded in an economistic, cost-benefit approach.
As of this writing, in the early days of the Biden administration, the politi
cal future of the United States is very much in flux. On the one hand, fascist
and antidemocratic movements threaten to upend—and perhaps destroy—
not only the current political order, but democracy itself. On the other,
we have managed to successfully muddle our way through the presidential
transition. The Biden administration is faced with the temptation to try to
return to the past—to revive an Obama-era approach, which itself requires
pretending that an Obama-era politics is even a possibility after the Trump
years. But Biden came to office at a time when the progressive wing of the party
was historically energized. The administration’s early actions seem to signal a
recognition that a third Obama administration is neither possible nor desirable.
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The influence of this energized left wing w
 ill depend on two t hings.
One is grassroots strength—from on-the-ground organizing, demographic
change, and rejection of both Trumpism and the status quo that allowed it
to emerge. But translating this into policy w
 ill require reckoning with the
dominance of the economic style. This w
 ill mean e ither working to make it
more open to alternative ways of thinking about policy, or—more likely—
building intellectual frameworks, networks, and institutions that circumvent
it and that can provide competing, and less limiting, ways of thinking about
policy problems. For those sympathetic to such goals, when our political
values align with those of economics, we should embrace the many useful
tools it has to offer. But when they conflict, we must be willing to advocate,
without apology, for alternatives—rather than allowing our values to be
defined by the values of economics.
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